


Tamping Rammer 

Application

Mikasa Tamping Rammer has strong blow power and can compact the ground 

powerfully despite of its small size and lightweight. 

Rammer is effective to compact almost soils except soft soil with much water. 

And it can be used to compact of the base of a road, a dike and a building, and can be 

used to backfill of a gas pipe, a water pipe and cable. 

Warning of a false use and misuse

Please do not use in such as following location, for that it causes body instability and 

injuries. In addition, impossible power increase the damage of a body. 

Pile driving work. 

Driving in the harder ground than ability of the machine. 

Driving in steeply slanting ground, such as an embankment.

Please use this rammer for compacting on soil, sediment, sand, beaching and asphalt 

only.  

Structure

The upper side of main body as the center of gravity consists of Engine part, 

Slowdown-machine part, Guide portion as Reciprocating-movement part and Handle, 

Fuel Tank part that is connected through Shock absorber.   

The lower side that compacts ground consists of spring case part that moves sliding 

motion, the anteverted part which bends the main body forward, Foot Part and Case 

part which covers Spring case. 

Power Transfer

Air-cooled Single cylinder Engine is amounted on Mikasa Tamping Rammer as power 

source and centrifugal clutch is attached on the engine shaft. 

Petrol Engine (4 cycle) is used as power source for on Mikasa Tamping Rammer. 

Turning engine speed up let in the clutch. The rotation of engine goes through Pinion 

Gear that is integrated with Clutch Drum and Gear that is integrated with Crank Shaft, 

and then it is reduced to required number of rotation for Compacting. 

Rotational movement of crankshaft is changed to reciprocating movement by 

Connecting Rod, this movement is transmitted to the foot through a pair of coil spring, 

makes the foot to compact ground. 

Weight of main part and strong compressed power from spring generate a powerful 

compacting power on the foot. 






















